TRAIL 24 SL

Colour:

maron-navy

Article ID:

3440219-5322

Weight:

1030 g

Volume:

24 litre

Size:

53 / 30 / 19 (H x W x D) cm

MSRP:

219.99 A$

The clean-cut, light backpack is very versatile. It proves to be the perfect
companion on via ferratas or during challenging hikes. The functional
backpack sits close to the back even during extensive moves thanks to
the innovative carrying system with the Aircontact Trail contact back and it provides pleasant ventilation. It's an excellent via ferrata backpack
through innovative details like the carabiner loop on the shoulder strap.

HIGHLIGHTS OF TRAIL 24 SL
SL Women's Fit

Aircontact System

On average, women's backs are not
quite as long as men's. The SL carry
system is thus slightly shorter than
that of Deuter's standard rucksacks.
Consequently, the models in the SL
series are the ideal choice, too, for
male users with shorter backs.

Aircontact Back System

Derlin Frame

Side Pockets

Active Comfort Fit

missing translation

Tensioned Delrin® U Frame
provides stability with little extra
weight.

missing translation

Sternum Strap

Raincover

Valuables Pocket

Wet Pocket

SOS-Label

Hydration System 3.0 L
Compatible
Hydration System Compatible

Hiking Pole Attachment

Attachment for ice axe or

PFC Free

Attachment loops for hiking poles

hiking poles

High-performance materials with a
PFC-free coating to resist water and
dirt

Attachment loops for ice axe or
poles

Breathable Hip Fins

Load Adjustment Straps

Pull-Forward Hip Fin

Lightweight mesh hip fins provide
carrying comfort, distribute the
weight and create breathability
around your hips.

to individually adapt the pack’s
centre of gravity

allows an easy and precise
adjustment

SUITABLE FOR
Hiking

Mountain Climbing

Climbing

BACK SYSTEM: AIRCONTACT TRAIL SYSTEM
1

Load adjustment straps allow precise positioning of the backpack.
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Anatomically shaped shoulder straps with 3D AirMesh lining.
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Flexible, tensioned Delrin® U-shaped frame provides stability at
minimum weight. It follows the most varied movements with
absolute ease. The frame combines with the body-hugging fit to
create a compact carry system with even load distribution and

1

effective load transfer.

2

3

MATERIAL
600D PES
Made from 600 den Polyester thread and with a
thick PU coating, this multi-purpose fabric is
robust and lightweight. It is most suitable for
backpacks, used in average conditions to keep
the weight to a minimum.

210D PA

